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Abstract

Emerging technologies such as Cloud Computing, Internet of Things (IoT) and Big Data are developing a digital ecosystem. This ecosystem is catering diverse types and volumes of data that represents information segments. The essence of these segments become vital when transformed into knowledge units to provide a more meaningful and productive perspective. The transformed knowledge at this stage is heterogenetic in nature, consisting of functional and structural properties which needs to be arranged to formulate robust and efficient knowledge repositories. The heterogenetic knowledge can be transformed into classification clusters using structural properties by controlling the degree of heterogeneity. In this paper, Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) based classification approach is proposed for heterogenetic knowledge clustering.
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1. Introduction

Emerging technologies doubling the data volume in every two years expected 800 TB by 2020. Data becomes more valuable than the money, fundamental property of an organization irrespective of the size of the organization. Social media, e-commerce, internet of things, sensors etc., are the major sources of the data generation (Gantz, Reinsel, & Arend, 2012). It is important to evaluate what data have been generated and how to use it. Thousands of devices equipped with IoT, “network of physical object or thing, embedded with software/hardware, sensors, and network connectivity which enable collection and exchange of data among the devices”. The IoT enabled transportation system automate the process of collection of data from the diverse location and aggregated very quickly. For example, Google collect real time traffic data from GPS and Google Maps app enabled mobile phones make possible Google to evaluate live traffic condition and use it for the navigation. The creation, distribution, manipulation and integration of information influencing human development, central activity as economic, political and cultural in information societies. The digital information explosion changing all aspect of our society.

The progressive development of information technology changed the traditional transformation of information advancing the contents and methods of information science. The enriched digital resources enhanced the boundaries of research to webpages, books, patents and standard literatures. These perspectives, knowledge management and services are goals of information science today. The standardization is an important source of knowledge carrier. Ontology and semantic technologies are useful for the standardization of information to knowledge. Semantic computing used to build concept network automatically in
existing knowledge base to provide standard knowledge service as knowledge mapping and knowledge retrieval. Knowledge acquisition, exchange, sharing and protection are becoming vital areas of research in technology. Aligned with the same progress, digital progression in terms of cloud computing, internet of things and online business applications require a versatile approach to deal with the various types of knowledge structures adequately. Due to this expanding network of corporate structures and technology variants, it is very much desirable to consider such knowledge schemas which may serve the emerging needs. In corporate world, knowledge management is a comprehensive domain which is addressing this specific challenge, already there are various models and schemas in practice to generate, share and exchange knowledge among corporate entities (M., P, & R, 2002). It is important to note that knowledge in contrast to data is multifaceted and contains multiple semantic and associative dimensions based on objectivity, subjectivity or simply perspective of the knower. Knowledge heterogeneity is the key factors when we consider to make a knowledge system or a knowledge repository.

Another emerging segment of knowledge processing is known as “Big Data” as a resultant to the speedy growth of datasets, not only in corporate sector but also in general communication and online applications. As mentioned above, the emergence of cloud, the nature and conception of data/information processing has been changed. Cloud computing may reduce cost and processing deficit and already providing improved representation and management of knowledge. Various collaborated knowledge management systems are being developed, knowledge as a service (KaaS) for cloud computing is very much possible in upcoming applications and services by cloud service providers, which may leads to the provision of knowledge intensive customer care systems or enterprise knowledge resource planning (Rafiq, Bashar, & Shaikh, 2014). Internet of things (IoT) is another key element of massive amount of data producer in the future. The IoT have heterogeneous interconnected devices, which generates massive amount of data. The collected data will not be useful unless analyze, interpret, and understand. The data collected form the heterogeneous sensors provide heterogeneous sensing data. The heterogeneity of the IoT data processing brings challenges and several advantages and directions for system improvements (Wu, Xu, Feng, Du, & Wang, 2014). Heterogeneity may generate redundancy in cross disciplinary scenario if not structured properly on the other side the same property may enhance knowledge sharing across various domains if structured in an appropriate fashion, therefore, a suitable degree of heterogeneity is a vital milestone to be achieved. There are various conditions and classifications to deal with this subject, collection of these condition is slow and tardy for making decision (Vărzaru & Albu, 2010). This research is taking heterogeneity as the key challenge and valuable factor for the knowledge use beyond the boundaries. It is therefore, need to control the knowledge heterogeneity in order to take advantages in various scientific domains. Such controlling mechanisms will enhance knowledge sharing, reusability and utilization on multi-disciplinary domains. It is important to identify or extract relationships among various heterogenetic entities to develop a rationale mechanism which may structure knowledge based on semantics and associative properties to attain a desirable degree of heterogenetic knowledge. Heterogenetic knowledge can be categorized in two main variants i.e. structural and functional, here structural aspect is dealing with the inception, conception and association with other relevant knowledge entities while functional aspect is more specific to the processing of knowledge in respective domain. Primarily, controlling the structural heterogeneity may provide desirable results to generate a suitable knowledge schema for more sharable and exchangeable knowledge.

In this paper we presented FIS based knowledge classification approach for the heterogeneous knowledge. System will process heterogeneous knowledge to classify it by relation among entities.

2. Literature Review

Janowicz proposed a cross disciplinary knowledge platform that may act as a collector of knowledge from various domains into a unified, diverse and shareable scientific knowledge repository. It is required to develop more knowledge intensive and logical knowledge-based systems to deal with the emerging challenges and schema complexities which are referred as digital earth. Such cross disciplinary knowledge platform not only helps in providing interoperability among various scientific domains for creating, sharing and exchange of knowledge but it will also lead towards making homogenized conception and interpretation acceptable to parent domain as well as associative domains (Janowicz & Hitzler, 2012). The creation, distribution and utilization of knowledge through an organization is important active to get sustainable competitive advantage. Explicit knowledge is focused in business intelligence while knowledge management deal with both implicit and explicit knowledge. Both concepts of knowledge stimulate learning, understanding and decision making. The analysis and comparison in (Herschel & Jones, 2013) explained BI is the subset of KM. The integration and of KM and BI will be help full to improves the mental models and understanding for better decision making.

Internet of things (IoT) is another key element of massive amount of data producer in the future (Wang et.al, 2018). The IoT have heterogeneous interconnected devices, which generates massive amount of data. The collected data will not be useful unless analyze, interpret, and understand (Rasool et.al 2019). The data collected form the heterogeneous sensors provide heterogeneous sensing data. The heterogeneity of the IoT data processing brings challenges and several advantages and directions for system improvements (Wu, Xu, Feng, Du, & Wang, 2014). In natural language understanding and human like reasoning...
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the commonsense knowledge is key in artificial intelligence. Hongyu Lin et al, proposed multi-knowledge reasoning model with heterogeneous knowledge. Uniform representation is generated by inference cost of each rule with the help of different relations in heterogeneous knowledge. Attention based mechanism developed for the selection of specific rule to be applied in specific context. The mining of commonsense knowledge from heterogeneous knowledge sources enabled by proposed multi-knowledge reasoning framework (Multi knowledge Framework). Yoo et al., has accepted the importance knowledge intensive ecosystem which specifically deals with heterogeneity and homogeneity of knowledge but also highlighted the complexity of schemas usable for cross-disciplinary approach due to the subjective and perspective nature of knowledge and its alignment of domain specific functions (Yoo, Boland, Jr., Lyytinen, & Majchrzak, 2012). Another important aspect highlighted by Pahl-Wostl et al., that is the need of readiness in the direct stakeholders like social scientists and other scientific community to understand the benefits and challenges of heterogenetic knowledge as in case of trans-disciplinary context, such ecosystems need coherence among trans-disciplinary knowledge along with highly complex and multifaceted schema for heterogenetic or homogeneity structures for sharing and exchange (Pahl-Wostl, et al., 2013). Entities of heterogeneous knowledge bases identified by Haklae Kim using consistency, confidence, threshold filtering, One-to-One Mapping and belief-based approaches. These approaches used for the extraction and verification of identical relation of entities in heterogeneous knowledge bases (Kim, 2018). Computational Intelligence approaches like Fuzzy system (Areej, et al, 2019) (Hussain et al, 2019), Neural Network (Ayeshia, et al, 2019), Swarm Intelligence (Khan, et al, 2019) & Evolutionary Computing (Khan, et al, 2015) like Genetic Algorithm (Khan, et al, 2013) (Ali, et al, 2016), DE, Island GA (Umar, et al, 2015), Island DE (Khan, et al, 2015) are strong candidate solution in the field of smart city (Wang et.al, 2019) (Kashif, et al, 2018), wireless communication (Asad, et al 2018) etc.

3. Methodology

As mentioned in previous sections that emergence of technologically advanced digital ecosystem has brought challenges for researchers to formulate adequate methods and approaches for data management and manipulation, more precisely, there is a need to look at digital systems beyond conventional data processing. Especially in the domain of artificial general intelligence, where agency is adopting the concepts of cognitive science and developing agents inspired by human mind, therefore, instead of data, knowledge becomes the more appropriate and interesting processing entity in agency. Following model has been proposed to deal with the degree of heterogeneity for the classified knowledge clustering. Sensory memory module is an input module for the proposed model, it is not only receptor of the system also provide input for the semantic memory. Semantic memory understands the influx of semantic memory and existing knowledge residing in short term and long-term memory. The memory module explored for the patterns pattern with influx if not exist pattern already the supervised learning is required to provide the accurate semantic to incoming flux. In knowledge classification important phenomenon is to learning and mapping of heterogenetic knowledge i.e. to develop new classification. In this process the learning and
semantic memory are important to understand the classification. Fuzzier is used to generate classification which developed by structural properties of the knowledge. Proposed model is creating a heterogenic knowledge cluster which is going to provide inter and intra linked structure of knowledge with autonomous classification generation and associative extraction. This knowledge is again stored in the long-term memory as a refined pattern for future reference.

4. Implementation and Results

The input variables of HKCFIS are Brand, Core, RAM, Processor, and Network Generation, which are structural properties of digital devices. While the outputs are Tech Generation and Device Types as shown in Fig 2. Graphical and mathematical representation of HKCFIS System member functions of I/O variables of both layers are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Membership Function (MF)</th>
<th>Graphical Representation of MF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brand</td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Graphic of Brand Membership Function" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Graphic of Core Membership Function" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Graphic of Memory Membership Function" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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\[
\mu^{CP}_{\text{PROCESSOR}} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{10} - \frac{Q_{P}}{10}, & Q_{P} \leq 30 \\
\frac{10 - Q_{P}}{10}, & 30 \leq Q_{P} \leq 60 \\
1, & Q_{P} \geq 60 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\mu^{CP}_{\text{NETWORK GENERATION}} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{5} - \frac{G_{0}}{10}, & G_{0} \leq 10 \\
\frac{5}{10}, & 10 \leq G_{0} \leq 15 \\
1, & 15 \leq G_{0} \leq 25 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\mu^{CP}_{\text{TECH GENERATION}} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{20 - G_{1}}, & 20 \leq G_{1} \leq 40 \\
\frac{G_{1} - 15}{5}, & 15 \leq G_{2} \leq 20 \\
\frac{1}{10}, & 20 \leq G_{2} \leq 35 \\
\frac{40 - G_{2}}{10}, & 40 \leq G_{2} \leq 50 \\
\frac{1}{40 - G_{3}}, & 40 \leq G_{3} \leq 40 \\
\frac{35 - G_{3}}{5}, & 40 \leq G_{3} \leq 55 \\
\frac{5}{1}, & 55 \leq G_{4} \leq 60 \\
\frac{75 - G_{4}}{5}, & 60 \leq G_{4} \leq 70 \\
\frac{5}{75 - G_{5}}, & 70 \leq G_{5} \leq 75 \\
\frac{1}{50 - G_{5}}, & 75 \leq G_{5} \leq 85 \\
\frac{90 - G_{5}}{5}, & 90 \leq G_{5} \leq 90 \\
\frac{1}{90 - G_{5}}, & \text{None} \leq G_{5} \leq 90 \\
\frac{1}{5}, & \text{None} \leq \text{None} \leq 90 \\
\frac{5}{90 - \text{None}}, & 90 \leq \text{None} \leq 90 
\end{cases}
\]
Table 2 (a, b, c &d) shows the surface views of proposed HKCFIS Device generation with respect to different input variables. (a) Show the surface output of Device Type based on two inputs variables quality and network Generation. The bluish surface shows the 1st Generation and Yellowish color surface represent the Smart phone. (b) Show the surface output Device Generation based on two inputs core and processor. The bluish surface shows the 1st Generation and Yellowish color surface represent the Smart Phone. (c) Show the surface output of Device Generation based on two input variables core and network generation. The bluish color surface shows the 1st Generation and yellowish color surface represent the Smart Phone. Fig. 3(d) show the surface output of Device Generation based on two input variables quality and network generation. The bluish color surface shows the 1st Generation, sea-greenish color surface shows the 2nd Generation, greenish color surface shows the 3rd Generation and yellowish color surface represents the Smart phone.

Figure 3 shows the output device generation and device type based on five inputs brand, core, quality, processor and network generation. If the value of Brand is 16, the value of core is 7.84, the value of Quality is 49.3, the value of processor is 50 and the value of network generation is 94.4 then device generation is 27.5 which represents the 2nd generation and device type is 17.4 which represents the laptop.

Figure 4 shows if the value of Brand is 16, the value of Core is 7.84, the value of Quality is 48.5, the value of Processor is 50 and the value of Network Generation is 94.4 then the device generation is 27.5 which represents 3rd generation and the value of device type is 17.4 which represents laptop.

Figure 5 shows if the value of Brand is 26.4, the value of Core is 90.4, the value of Quality is 15.2, the value of Processor is 78.6 and the value of Network Generation is 94.4 then the device generation is 27.5 which represents 3rd generation and the value of device type is 17.4 which represents laptop.

Table 2. Proposed HKCFIS Device-Generation Surface Views w.r.t various input variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Variables</th>
<th>Surface Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality &amp; Network Generation</td>
<td>(a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core &amp; Processor</td>
<td>(b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Generation &amp; Core</td>
<td>(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Generation &amp; Quality</td>
<td>(d)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusion

The emerging technologies generates diverse types of data that transformed into information. The ultimate goal of information to attain knowledge. Knowledge units to control degree of heterogeneity. The FIS based cluster classification model is proposed to attained classified cluster of knowledge.
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